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1980

1979
Sweep of this 4-shot panorama by 
Marty Peale is shown with yellow 
arrows on the aerial above.

From camp on summit of 'Intro Mountain' at 
3,100 feet, early August. Skyline shows most 

high peaks of Héen Latinee. On the day before 
(0809), we scrambled through clouds over peak 
3,900 and most of the way to Quiet Glacier. My 

notes mention lots of marmots on the NW corner 
of Intro Mt, both willow and rock ptarmigan, hoot-
ers, abundant pipits, and rodent trails. I recorded 

“burrow entries ~2 inch diameter.” 

In retrospect, I find this interesting. Microtus 
longicaudis leaves what I call 'feeding divots,' 

dug in an inch or 2, but not true burrows. In 1980 
I was not aware that the only Southeast rodent 

that digs a true burrow is Zapus, the jumping 
mouse. Bob Armstrong once saw a mouse 

saltate across Thane Road, but this species is 
otherwise unknown in the CBJ. Perhaps all I saw 
on Intro was divots, and didn’t check to see if the 

burrows went in deep. 

Also on this trip we passed a bedded male goat 
on the NW face of peak 3900, and spooked 

a nanny and kid on the climb. Through 
the scope we found more, scattered 

throughout the Davies summits.

HIGH COUNTRY  For a technical overview of alpine versus subalpine habi-
tats, see Carstensen (2007a). The 3rd edition of Nature of Southeast Alaska 
(Carstensen, Armstrong & O'Clair, 2014) also has an expanded section on high-
country habitats. 

Héen Latinee has a delightful variety of both high-tundra rock gardens and 
lower, lusher, timberline parklands. Especially in the southern (Cowee) half of 
the watershed, these are topographically complex, arrayed for maximal value to 
wildlife. In part, Héen Latinee's high-country vegetational diversity stems from 
variable resistance of bedrock to glacial erosion.

In Southeast's elevationally radical terrain, the subalpine belt—the high-coun-
try zone of greatest value to grazers, insectivores and their predators—often lies 
in a narrow band on uncomfortably steep gradient, sandwiched between highest 
closed forest and relatively unproductive alpine tundra above. But in places where 
mellow, glacially-rounded ridges and plateaus level out between 2,200 and 3,000 
feet, the subalpine parkland flourishes. There are several trail-accessible examples 
of this spacious parkland near the roaded portion of the CBJ, such as Blackerby 
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 Right: Notes on mountain 
goat movements from my 

observation point on Home 
Mountain. Dirty Belly Mountain 
rises abruptly from The Bridge 

at 2,800 to a summit around 
4,100 feet. Only 2 miles from 

Yankee Basin, this slope offers 
access to forage, with steep 

cliffs nearby for security from 
predators.

Below: View east (yellow 
arrow, map inset) from Sawmill 

Creek watershed to vertically 
dipping, limey metamorphics 
(blue-coded) below the snout 

of Quiet Glacier.

1981

Ridge, and the Dan Moller highlands on Douglas Island. But even these favorites 
among Juneau hikers tend to be draped along single, unidirectional ridgetops or basins. 
In contrast, on the southern Héen Latinee, ridges radiate in an 'octopus' pattern, giving 
more options for wildlife to disperse. This shows nicely in the 2007 stereogram on page 
27, and 1979 CIRs on page 29. 

Alpine tundra  At Héen Latinee, the higher alpine zone lies almost exclusively on 
granitic intrusive bedrock. Outboard of the contact with "country rock"—the softer, 
more fissured and excavatable slate, phyllite, limestone and metavolcanics, few hills 
rise to much over 3,000 feet. On granitics, slopes tip abruptly to almost twice that 
height; here is where alpine tundra and mostly-barren rock are distributed. 

Several alpine vegetation types can be described in terms of importance to goats, 
ptarmigan, etc. But from aerial photography at the scales shown in this report, I can't 
map them as reliably as the following subalpine types. Their mosaic is much 
finer. To appreciate this, compare photos 4 & 5, taken 30 
seconds apart as we flew southeast across The 
Bridge. 
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Left: View south (upstream) 
along headwaters of Canyon 
Creek, draining The Bridge. 
Arrow near bottom points to a 
sow and cub (black bears?), 
grazing at the margins of a 
dense shrub thicket. 

Right. Bedded nanny and 
kid (against her uphill flank, 

legs barely visible) just above 
The Bridge. Photo from flight 
with Paul Kaiser, 20120919, 
moments after the bear shot 
on left. For 3D context, see 

stereogram of Dirty Belly 
Mountain on page 38. 

On photo #4 of the bears, in the subalpine zone at about 1,500 feet, it's fairly simple 
to draw polygons identifying closed forest, parkland, lush meadow, shrub thicket, and 
peatland. In contrast, on the right-hand photo of the goat, at about 3,500 feet, micro-
habitat diversity forms a mosaic too fine map. In part, that's owed to steepness and 
wind exposure. The more gentle topography on the left is entirely buried under deep 
snow from October to May.  In photo #5, fierce southeasterly winds whipping over The 
Bridge sweep snow off the steep nose of Dirty Belly Mountain, exposing much of this 
vegetation to winter dessication. In consequence, snow-depth and duration varies over 
a scale of meters. The more exposed plants are ground-hugging, woody-stemmed, and 
leathery-leaved, but summer herbs—yellowing here in late September—are also found.

As if pointing out the fine scale of microhabitat variation, the nanny's hindleg is in a 
late-snowbed association, while her forelegs rest in a fellfield—the term alpine ecolo-
gists use to describe wind-cleared terrain of largely bare rock. 'Productivity' of such 
habitats—annual plant production per unit area—is much lower here than in lush subal-
pine meadow or parkland. Certainly, alpine tundra and fellfield can only support a frac-
tion of the large-grazer population of the subalpine zone. Fortunately for us goat-lovers, 
Oreamnos has made no effort—evolutionarily speaking—at cryptic coloration or cover-
seeking behavior. There may not be many of them, but F&G knows where they are.  

2012 20124 5
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Colluvial fans (talus) merge into an almost continuous apron in the headwall east from Quiet 
Glacier. Photopoint is yellow arrow on 2007 stereogram, page 13.  Best summer grazing is in 
the meadows below the talus run-out, but for goats the trade-off is distance from security of 
escape cliffs. For 3D view, see page 48.
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2012

Habitat pair, right: From undated BING 
imagery. Color codes on inset map are keyed 

on next page. Stereo version of the lower 
parkland scene is on page 48.

Below: View south in late September over 
Yankee Basin to 'Signal Mountain.' In a short-
but-intense growing season from snowmelt in 

June to wilting in September, the subalpine 
parkland offers an optimal combination of 

food and cover for grazers such as deer and 
bear. No point in the foreground of this image 

is more than a few seconds' dash to secure 
hiding cover. For mountain goats, however, 

there's no escape terrain in this scene. 

Alpine habitats on the ridge leading to Quiet 
Glacier. Northern rectangle on inset map.

In The Haven, on mellower topography, a 
labyrinthian subalpine parkland develops, 
Southern rectangle shows location. 
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Subalpine meadow and parkland  I've 
done a lot of veg-mapping in the last 30 years 
(GIS-based since 2001), but almost all at low 
elevation. Not since the 1980s (eg, sketchmap 3, 
p 39) have I delineated high-country communi-
ties. But these questions about bedrock, topog-
raphy, vegetation and wildlife motivated me 
trace some mountain polygons in ArcMap.  

The map on page 43 shows a simplified 
bedrock layer as hatching, overlaid onto color 
codes for veg-type.  Let's call the collapsed 

7

text continued in 2 pages
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Relationship between bedrock type and distribution 
of high-country vegetation types. North is rotated left 

for easier comparison with preceding and following 
stereograms. Numbered red arrows correspond to 

yellow photonumbers in High-country section.

Preponderance of "meadow habitat" on granite 
suggests a need for greater mapping discrimination. 

Discussion follows.  
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bedrock classification 'geology for dummies,' among whom I count myself. (Is 'rocks 
for biologists' more flattering?) I traced veg-types from hi-res BING imagery, geore-
ferenced over my arc-project for Héen Latinee.1 For more detail, to confirm impres-
sions from BING, I refered to 73 georeferenced oblique photos taken on a flight with 
Paul Kaiser in September 2012 (examples here include photos #2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8). 

In addition to the 7 color classes on page 43, I mapped "closed forest," usually 
down to about 1,700 feet elevation, but didn't include this in the exported map 
because that lower boundary was arbitrary. Most terrain left grey on this map is 
either closed forest, or one of the open lowland habitats such as peatland or beaver 
swamp. I've not yet tried to delineate these.

In the crudest sense, the high-country of Héen Latinee could be described as 3 
distinctive topographies, moving inland from the coast to the icefield. I've labelled 
the main ridges on the preceding map. 

1) The 'coastal hills' topography forms the outer watershed boundary (brick-red 
line). The crest of this mellow range parallels the NW-SE strike of faults and ridges, 
generally following the contact between strongly limey metamorphics (45o hatching) 
and other rock units (135o hatching), hard for a lay-person to distinguish, but with 
lower carbonate content. These hills mostly crest at 1,000 to 2,000 feet, and don't 
support much subalpine meadow or parkland, but do have a great deal of open peat-
land, similar to the more familiar highlands of Spaulding Meadows. Peatlands also 
dominate just inboard of the coastal hills, in the headwaters of Canyon Creek. I've 
shown them on the high-country habitats map with a mustard color.2

1  Examples of the BING imagery are on page 42. No date is given, but it was obviously shot in 
the fall when leaves were turning—the best season for mapping in the subalpine except that fresh 
snow covers some slopes above 3,500 feet. Viewed on their website, the BING photography for the 
Juneau area is almost unusably dark, but after copying in tiles and reassembling, I brightened it in 
Photoshop.  

2  No Southeast studies contrast these high-elevation peatlands with lower ones that are better 
mapped and understood, due largely to Corps of Engineers permitting requirements. My colleague 
Koren Bosworth has delineated wetlands for decades, but had never mapped above 1,500 ft until 
summer of 2013, when we had an opportunity to work in subalpine peatlands on SE Douglas Island. 
Intuitively, I'd expect slower peat accumulation, shallower to bedrock, and probably much later onset 
of bog and fen development in the Holocene. As for wildlife habitat, they present much less palatable 
forage than subalpine meadow, but are heavily frequented by deer and bear, perhaps more related to 
travel, cover, and social interaction than to forage potential.  

1) Summit of Dirty Belly Mountain. Compare 1980 habitat sketch on page 39.  2) Approximate location of 
nanny photo #5 on page 40  3) Dotted line shows contact between heather-dominated alpine tundra (dark 
green) and lusher herbaceous meadow. In the early 1980s I watched goats drop and re-ascend as much as 
1,000 feet daily from secure bedding near the summit to better foraging in the meadows.  4)  The Bridge. A 
cornice forms on the steep and barren north side.  Broader context view using this same 2007 photography is 
on page 27.
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2) The next topographic 'band' at is not a continuous NW-SE range, but rather an 
interrupted series of glacially mollified extensions seaward from the highest, jagged 
peaks. From NW to SE across Héen Latinee I've labelled these as: 1) Intro Mountain; 
2) The Buttress; 3) The Haven; and 4) Home Mountain. In the 1980s, I spent consider-
able time on Intro and Home Mountains, but due to inaccessibility, no time at all on The 
Buttress, or The Haven, observing bear and goat on these ridges only remotely through 
spotting scope. 

3) The third and innermost mountain topography at Héen Latinee spans from 3,000 
to almost 6,000 feet—home of the mountain goats. It begins abruptly at the contact 
between metamorphic 'country rock' and the towering Tertiary-Cretaceous tonalite 
intrusion, coded with horizontal white hatching on my map. 

After mapping tundra, meadow and parkland throughout Heen Latinee, and tally-
ing acreages (bar chart on map, page 43), I was surprised to measure 4 times more 
"meadow" on granitic than metamorphic bedrock. Photo #8 shows the break from 
woody, perennial tundra species such as heathers, to vegetation that experiences a 
greater seasonal surge and wilting, that I've mapped as "meadow," for want of a more 
specific term. Compare it with the deer photo below (deeper soils and probably greater 
species richness), or with "meadow" vegetation labelled on photo #7, on mellower 
metamorphic hills above Yankee Basin. 

Ultimately, we may want to subdivide "meadow" vegetation to reflect these differ-
ences. I can't do it from imagery in my current collection, but a combination of ground-
truthing and modeling from the new hi-res LiDAR could be enlightening. Also, it will 

2012 8

Left:  Broad belt of "meadow" vegetation on granitic bedrock 
above junction of Canyon and Divide Creeks (arrow on map, page 
43).  Although the term "meadow" is perhaps overly inclusive, one 
consistent feature is that—unlike the tundra above—it cycles more 
strongly in seasonal production. This, of course, is important to 
grazers. Tundra plants are not only conservative in annual growth, 
but often defended against herbivory by toxins and woodiness.  

Right: Nubbin buck in richer herbaceous meadow with deeper soil 
on subalpine karst (not at Héen Latinee). Ultimately, our "meadow" 

mapping should distinguish this type from "meadows" in photo 8. 
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The goats-&-granite hypothesis, illustrated to the south from Juneau. High granitic slopes have little, even under conifers 
and shrubs. I rarely see goats on such landscapes.  ●   Goats in lower scene (arrows) are grazing rich herbaceous turf 
in the same Trclt unit that transects Héen Latinee— "goldbelt" on following context map. The farther south you trace it, 

the deeper inland it angles—in this case about 5 miles east from Taku Harbor. From Héen Latinee northward, Trclt gets 
pinched off and replaced by granitics, and the contiguous metamorphic high country has inadequate escape terrain. 

2012

2011

be helpful to see results from Kitty LaBounty's mountain vegetation surveys in ranges throughout 
the Tongass over the past 4 years.   

Another surprise to me was how little shrub habitat I mapped on much of Héen Latinee. By this 
I mean woody-stemmed deciduous thicket tall enough to conceal a bear (photos 4, 7): Sitka alder, 
willow, salmonberry, elderberry, stink currant etc. In terms of disturbance regime, this slide-zone 
vegetation tends to occupy slopes of intermediate frequency and magnitude of snow avalanche and 
rock fall. When centuries pass between major events, conifer forest invades. At the other extreme, 
annual avalanche may exclude all woody stemmed species (thus, "meadow"). But Sitka alder's flex-
ible, down-slope-directed stems lay over in winter, withstanding moderate-intensity slides. 

Slide-zone shrub habitat (brightest green color coding on my map) is common on metamorphics 
of the southern Héen Latinee, but surprizingly sparse on granitics. I haven't noticed such absence 
on other granitic landscapes of the Tongass, except at extremes of cliffiness that exclude pretty 
much all vegetation. If indeed there's some incompatibility between granitic parent material and 
slide alder (or other shrub species), I could think of 3 possible reasons: 1) prohibitive frequency 
and/or intensity of avalanching from steep slopes above; 2) inadequate portion of fines in collu-
vium, compared to that deriving from other rock types;3 3) problematic chemistry of granitic soils, 
perhaps including low pH.

This first attempt at vegetation mapping for Héen Latinee high country is just that—a rough 
draft that we can fine-tune over time. It will be fun to incorporate imagery and spatial data layers in 
FSL's growing library for the Experimental Forest. 

A cursory first impression of Kevin White's telemetry data for mountain goats of Héen Latinee 
suggests a general pattern of summering in the high granitics, with descent to lower metamor-
phics in winter. For me, this has been a good reminder of the perils of oversimplification. I'd have 

3  Sitka alder is essentially absent on excessively drained pitted outwash on the Moraine Ecology Trail near the 
Mendenhall Glacier Visitor Center—the barrens cloaked with lichens and mosses and stunted, sickly spruces. Some 
ecologists attribute this to seedling mortality during the occasional 2-week summer drought. On surrounding glacial till 
with higher percent fines in soils, alder thrives.  
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Simplified bedrock stratification for Lynn 
Canal, merging the same rock units as 
my preceding close-up maps for Héen 

Latinee. The "goldbelt" unit, darkest blue, 
is Trclt as mapped on page 7.

predicted little use of those granitics!
Since 2009, when I began consulting on proposed hydro projects—at Sweetheart Lake in the southernmost CBJ 

and at Soule River near Hyder—I've noticed what appears to be an inverse correlation between granitic bedrock and 
goat numbers. When I shared this observation with goat researchers at ADF&G, and naturalist Greg Streveler, who 
pays attention to both wildlife and geology, they considered it intuitively appealing, and a worthy hypothesis, but 
so far, we've done little to test it. Because goats are so reliably counted from the air, and bedrock geology is well 
mapped, this seems a fruitful question to explore in GIS.

Since 2006, Kevin White and others at ADF&G have flown mountain goat surveys between Juneau airport and 
Skagway, partly to evaluate proposed road extensions to Kensington Mine or Katzehin delta. The map on right 
contrasts 3 goat ranges, with Héen Latinee in the center red oval. In the southeasternmost oval, from Point Bishop to 
Grandchild Peaks, rich, limey metamorphics underlie prime alpine-subalpine goat habitat (although quality may be 
compromised by proximity to humans). At the northern end, approaching Haines, these relatively productive meta-
morphics are elbowed aside by the granitic batholith. At Héen Latinee, the contact between granitics and metamor-
phics runs right through the center. Because only the granitics stand high and steep enough to suit most summering 
goats, a study of their distribution that looked no further than Cowee and Davies headwalls might conclude granite is 
the foundation of choice. 

There are small exceptions to this pattern, however. For example, bands of metamorphic rocks enclose much of 
the toothy wall falling south from Quiet Glacier (stereo, next page). The talus cones on page 41, and the bench of 
lush meadow below them, benefit from this more nutrient-rich parent material. And according to ADF&G telemetry, 
this is one of the goat hotspots of Héen Latinee.  

So there are several scales at which one might approach the question of goats and bedrock. At Héen Latinee, 
where there's potential for long-term population studies using both aerial (UAV?) and ground-based observation and 
telemetry, the ever-increasing sophistication of monitoring technology and landform/vegetation mapping could fine-
tune our understanding of individual animals and small-group dynamics. At the biogeographic province scale, the 
east and west sides of Lynn Canal might provide and interesting contrast. 

I predict better goat habitat, with higher carrying capacity and population density, in the Chilkat-Range rock types 
coded blue and green, than in the granitics (pink) from Lionshead north to Skagway. Even with these broader-scale 
comparisons, however, controlling for other variables aside from bedrock type would be challenging. Much of the 
eastern Lynn Canal goat habitat faces WSW, whereas on the west side the overall aspect is ENE. Aspect is a critical 
parameter of goat habitat. Geographically limited examples of comparable aspect on east versus west Lynn could be 
found, but goat range quality is probably best compared at a multi-watershed scale.
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Hottest summer habitat in Héen Latinee for deer and grazing bear. I call it The Haven. Even in the parts I 
mapped as 'closed forest' you can peer through the rather dispersed canopy of short mountain hemlocks 
to rich green herbaceous cover. The Haven is far from active human trails—an 'inner sanctum' in the heart 
of Héen Latinee. A person seeking to visit this place without air support would have to be fit, competent 
off-trail, and highly motivated. For location of this scene, and a 2D BING view in autumn as leaves are 
turning, see page 42. (Status of deer population and movement in Heen Latinee is relatively unstudied; 
see Wildlife section)

Hottest summer goat habitat in Héen Latinee. Aerial oblique of south-facing talus fans is on page 41. 
ADF&G's telemetry project, 2006-2020, showed heavy use of the south-facing slopes between Quiet 
Glacier and Davies Creek bottom. This area is as hard to reach on foot as The Haven, and demands more 
mountaineering skill.
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